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These guidelines provide the instructions for preparing scientific papers for the research journal Information Technology and Control. The preferred format of the papers is .doc or .docx, thus this document can be used as a template, provided the author is using Microsoft Word. The journal also accepts papers that are prepared using the LaTex software. The abstract in English should be between 1000-1500 printed characters. The abstract should briefly explain the novelty of the topic, the scope, research questions, how the research was undertaken, and reveal the main findings as well as their value to the field.
KEYWORDS: Please indicate five to seven keywords, all of which should be separated by commas.
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	Introduction

The journal Information Technology and Control gives preference to manuscripts of high scientific level, which have not been published, and are written not only for specialists but also for the general public interested in the questions of computer science and control systems.
Papers should be written in comprehensible academic English. We strongly recommend to attentively check the spelling and get your paper proofread by a native English speaker. 
The text should be prepared using the guidelines defined in this document. Use either Microsoft Word or LaTex text editor. Submit the paper online at the website www.itc.ktu.lt. Once you submit the paper, you will be able to track the process on the same platform. 
The length of the manuscripts is not strictly limited, but it is recommended not to exceed 20 pages. Tables, charts, and illustrations should be submitted in separate files (not only in Microsoft Word or LaTex software). If illustrations are prepared using Excel software, it is necessary to provide open operational files of illustrations. The photo resolution should not be less than 300 dpi. If you are using Visyo, please save your illustrations as pdf files as conversion to jpg produces lower quality images.
The initial manuscript and all the edited versions, if there will be any, should be uploaded by using the same paper ID and a specific user name and password. Papers that are simply sent to our e-mail but not uploaded on the website, will not be considered. 
	Paper and Text Format

The fonts, their sizes, and styles can be seen in the table below. 

Table 1
The recommended fonts
Item
Font 
Size
Style
Title of the paper
Times New Roman 
30 pt
Normal 
Authors’ names
Times New Roman
13 pt
Normal 
Authors’ address
Times New Roman
10 pt
Normal
Abstract 
Times New Roman
10 pt
Normal
Title of sections
Times New Roman
14 pt
Normal
Text, formulae, equations
Times New Roman
10 pt
Normal
Algorithms 
Times New Roman
10 pt
Normal
References 
Times New Roman
9 pt
Normal

	Tables, Figures, and Images

Tables and figures should appear within the text rather than in appendices. All illustrations should be numbered in Arabic numerals. Place a caption at the top. Figures must have a caption at the top as well. 
It is very important that all the images that are present in your paper are of high quality. Even though different types of visuals are accepted, we cannot enhance their quality. Please also mind that the journal is published in grayscale, so the graphs and bars should be designed in such a manner that the reader can easily comprehend the aspects which the author wants to highlight. Upload the graphic files in one supplementary file (*.zip or *.rar).

Figure 1 
Digital representation of a sample cell in a board maze: empty cell (at the top), player occupied cell (in the middle), cuckoo occupied cell (at the bottom). 
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	Equations 

The equations can be prepared using Microsoft Equation, MathType or LaTex editor. Please do not use the Cambria Math font. If you are using additional fonts that are not available by default, please inform the administrator via e-mail itc@ktu.lt. If symbols that are represented by the letters from the Latin alphabet occur within the body text, please do not use equation editors to insert them – use regular text editor instead. 
The equations can be placed within the text or on a separate line. In the latter case, each equation should be numbered consecutively. Number the equations with Arabic numerals. Mind the punctuation – if several equations appear consecutively, separate them with commas, put a full stop at the end.
F (x) = wij(xi − xj )2,	                                                                   (1)
xi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ V,		      (2)
xi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ V, xi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ V.   	                   (3)
Do not use abbreviations when referring to equations. Refer to Equation (1) or Equations (2) and (3), not Eq. (1) or Eqs. (2) and (3).

Appendix A
If there are any appendices provided, they should be marked using the Latin alphabet. They should be placed before the Acknowledgement section. 
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